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blending of centuries, posed for the pic
ture which appears on the cover. And
the boy, Dan Factor, collected a crowd
by climbing a cherry tree and contin
uing his concert (page 54).
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weather turned cold, and Mike and Jan moved south to At
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mainly in the parks—family groups with picnic lunches and pup
pies, young people singing or girl-watching or simply sitting.
Looking through his viewfinder, Mike felt sure he had caught
the flavor. "That boy with the Cracker Jack box," he says. "I
could see myself when it was spring and I was five."
To match the mood, Michael Mok, who wrote the story,
turned to ancient Japanese haiku for inspiration. His favorite;
The spring rain;
A little girl teaches
The cat to dance.
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And speaking of little girls, the picture above is the work of

Mary Michael Mauney. She took it on her fourth birthday.
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